
ECON 101: Principles of Microeconomics Spring 2015

Discussion Section 5 - Solutions

QUESTION 1 (International trade and tariffs)

The small nation of Lilliput has an open economy and a competitive market for monster

trucks. Let the world price for a monster truck be $10. Domestic supply and demand for

monster trucks is QD = 500 − 5P , QS = P/5.

(a) How many monster trucks will Lilliputians consume?

They will consume QD = 450

(b) How many monster trucks will be imported in Lilliput?

They will import Qimport = QD −QS = 448

Suppose a $10 tariff raises the price of an imported monster truck to $20 in Lilliput.

(c) How many monster trucks will be consumed in Lilliput with the tariff?

400

(d) How many monster trucks are imported?

396

(e) What is the deadweight loss resulting from the tariff?

DWL = 10 (4−2)
2

+ 10 (450−400)
2

= 260

QUESTION 2 (Own price elasticity)

Tom and Jerry are arguing about the elasticity of the market for American cheese. The

demand is given by P = −Qd + 60.

(a) One day, there is a sudden price change from $10 to $15. Tom claims that elasticity of

demand is 0.2 while Jerry disagree and he claims it to be 5/19. Who is correct? Assume

that Tom only knows point elasticity, and Jerry only knows arc elasticity.

Both are correct, they are just using alternative deffinitions of the price elas-

ticity of demand

(b) Is the demand elastic or inelastic at this price level? At this elasticity, does producers

revenue increase when prices go up?

It is inelastic since it is less than 1. So producers revenue increases when the

price goes up.

(c) Tom and Jerry are also curious about what price will maximize the total revenue for

producers. Could you help them figure that out?

It will be maximized in the point where the elasticity is exactly equal to 1. This happens

in the midpoint of prices if the demand is linear. So at a price of 30.
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QUESTION 3 (Calculating elasticities)

(a) The equilibrium quantity and price of 4-day Caribbean cruises changes from (Q*, P*) =

(60,500) to (90,400). Calculate the elasticity of demand for Carribbean cruises.

Throuout this question let ε1P be the point elasticity, and εmP the midpoint or

arc elasticity:

ε1P =
90 − 60

500 − 400

500

60
=

15

6
εmP =

90 − 60

500 − 400

450

75
=

9

5

(b) The equilibrium quantity and price of dialysis (treatment for failing kidneys) changes

from (Q*, P*) = (12, 1500) to (9, 2500). Do you expect the demand for dialysis to be

more or less elastic than the demand for cruises? Calculate the elasticity of demand for

dialysis.

We should expect the demand for dialysis to be less elastic since people cannot

live without them, while cruises is a luxury.

ε1P =
12 − 9

2500 − 1500

1500

12
=

3

8
εmP =

12 − 9

2500 − 1500

2000

10.5
=

4

7

(c) Suppose the cross-price elasticity of chicken stock and chicken broth is 3/4. Are the goods

complements or substitutes? What will be the direction and percent change in quantity

demanded of chicken stock for a 2% increase in the price of chicken broth?

They are substitutes. If chicken broth’s price increases by 2%, the quantity

demanded for chicken stock will increase by 6/4%.

(d) Suppose Milwaukee Brewers fans’ incomes rise by 1% and Brewers ticket quantity sold

falls from 40,000 to 32,000. What is the income elasticity of demand for Brewers tickets?

Are Brewers’ tickets a normal or inferior good?

ε1P =
32000−40000

40000

1
= −1

5
εmP =

32000−40000
36000

1
= −2

9

Brewers’ tickets are an inferior good.

(e) Suppose the demand for custom garden gnomes is given by P = 10–Qd and John the

magical custom gnome craftsman is selling gnomes (which cost him nothing to make,

because he is magical) at a point where the elasticity of demand is equal to 2/3. To

maximize revenue, should John increase, maintain, or decrease prices?

For a linear demand, the price elasticity decreases when the price is lower,

and viceversa. We know that to maximize revenue, elasticity must be equal

to 1, so in this case, John will want to choose a price such that the elasticity

increases from 2/3 to 1. Then, he must increase prices.
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QUESTION 4 (Excise taxes and Quotas)

In the market for soft drinks demand is QD = 20 − P and supply is QS = 3P .

(a) Solve for the equilibrium price and quantity.

Q∗ = 15, P ∗ = 5

Suppose the government imposes a excise (per-unit) tax of $4 on the sellers.

(b) Solve for the new quantity, the net price received by sellers, and the price paid by con-

sumers.

Q∗ = 12, PC = 8, P P = 4

(c) What will be the equilibrium if the government instead put in place a quota of maximum

4 soft drinks?

The equilibrium quantity will be 4 and the licenses to sell should cost 44
3

(d) Calculate the government revenue from the tax.

(12)(4) = $48

(e) Calculate the deadweight loss resulting from the tax.

DWL = (8−4)∗(15−12)
2

= 6

(f) What fraction of the economic incidence of the tax is borne by consumers?

Consumers pay (8 − 5) ∗ 12 = 36 of the $48 that the government makes in

revenue, so its incidence is 3
4

Suppose that instead of imposing the tax on the sellers, the government divides the

nominal burden. Consumers must pay $1.11 per unit and suppliers must pay $2.89 per

unit.

(g) What fraction of the economic incidence of the new tax is borne by suppliers?

The equilibrium will not change, i.e. Q∗ = 12, PC = 8, P P = 4, so the incidence

in consumers and suppliers will be the same. Then the incidence borne by

suppliers is 1
4

QUESTION 5 (Taxes and elasticity)

Consider the market for parking permits around campus. The demand is given by

QD = 400 − 4P and supply by QS = 80.

(a) Solve for the equilibrium price and quantity.

Q∗ = 80, P ∗ = 80

Suppose a $5 excise tax is instituted.

(b) Solve for the new prices and quantity.

Q∗ = 80, PC = 80, P P = 75
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(c) What fraction of the economic incidence of the tax is borne by suppliers?

All of the economic incidence of the tax is bourne by the suppliers. SO the

fraction is equal to 1

Consider a different supply curve, QS = P .

(d) How does the economic incidence of the tax change?

Q∗ = 76, PC = 81, P P = 76, now the economic incidence of the tax is lower for

the supliers (4
5
) and higher for the consumers (1

5
).

(e) How does government revenue change?

Government revenue decreases from (80)(5) = 400 to (76)(5) = 380.
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